IMAGINATIVE
PLAY

FACT SHEETS

Park & Play



Animal Tails

Animal Tails

Imaginative




Old panty hose
Newspaper

Stuff one end of the stocking with
newspaper until it is tightly packed.
Tie the spare stocking leg around
your child’s waist.
Your child is now an animal! Encourage them to make animal sounds and
movements.

Benefits to your child:









Imaginative/creative
Releases feelings
happy angry
Language development
Physical skills
Social skills when
playing with others
Turn taking skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Animal Zoo

Animal Zoo

Imaginative








Cardboard Box
Sheets or towels
Pegs
Pillows or cushions
Toys & teddies
Grass, leaves etc.

Make enclosures for the animals by
pegging sheets or towels to boxes.
Put toys and teddies inside the enclosures.
Encourage children to feed and look
after their zoo animals. They might
even like to give you a guided tour of
their zoo!

Benefits to your child:








Imaginative/creative
Releases feelings
happy angry
Language development
Physical skills
Social skills when
playing with others
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Backyard Boats

Backyard
Boats




Dress ups
Washing basket or large cardboard box
Cardboard cylinder from paper
towel or cling wrap


Imaginative

Benefits to your child:





Dress up in the clothes and climb
aboard the washing basket or box
boat.
Use the cylinder as a telescope to
keep a watch on those pirates.
Invite friends over and have boat
races!







Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Turn taking
Language development
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Bath Time

Bath Time

Imaginative









Wash bucket or tub
Soap
Plastic dolls or toys
Toy clothes
Pegs
String
Towel

Place small amount of water in bucket
or tub. Tie the string between two
chairs as a clothes drying line.
Your child can wash their dolls and
dry them with the towel. With dolly
wrapped snuggly in a towel, your child
can wash dolly’s clothes and peg them
on the line to dry.
Please supervise your child around
water at all times.

Benefits to your child:








Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Camping

Camping

Imaginative








Old blankets and sheets
Old pieces of rope
Cushions
Books
Plastic kitchen items and patty
tins, cake tins, tea pot
Toys

Benefits to your child:






Tie rope between two chairs or two
posts. Drape the sheet over the rope
to make the tent and place the blanket on the floor of the tent.
Arrange the cushions, books and toys
in the tent. Your child can use the
kitchen items to camp cook for their
toys.





Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Cardboard Car

Cardboard
Car





Large cardboard box
Paper plates, patty cases
Paint, glue
Elastic

Remove folding flaps from box. Save
two flaps.
Punch two holes in each side of the
box and thread string through for
straps to go over your child’s shoulders. Tie in a knot to secure.
Decorate paper plates as wheels and
patty cases as headlights.
Make number plates from saved
cardboard flaps.
Glue wheels, headlights and number
plates onto car.


Imaginative

Benefits to your child:









Imaginative/creative
Language development
Physical skills
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Social skills when
playing with others
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Dress Ups

Dress Ups

Imaginative




Old clothes, handbags and shoes
Mirror

Benefits to your child:



Op shops are a great place to pick up
cheap items for your child’s dress up
box.
They will have hours of enjoyment
role playing in their dress ups and admiring themselves in the mirror.
This activity can be extended by
adding in a tea set and rug for a picnic, or adding plastic kitchen items
for home play.







Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Kitchen Play

Kitchen Play

Imaginative








Assorted plastic kitchenware
e.g. bowls, spatulas, spoons
Cake tins, patty pans
Cardboard box
Tea set
Playdough, birdseed, rice or pasta
Rug

Benefits to your child:







Set the kitchenware and tins out on
the rug. Place the box on it’s side to
use for the oven.
Children will enjoy pouring and filling
the containers and tins, and placing
them in the cardboard box oven to
cook.
This is a great activity for adults to
participate in as children will love
‘serving’ you what they have made.




Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Office Play

Office Play

Imaginative







Old computer keyboards with
cords removed, or cereal box
with letter grid pasted on
Cardboard box for computer
monitor
Old telephone with cord removed
Small note pads, old envelopes
and pencils.

Benefits to your child:








Set up the office equipment on a
small desk or rug on the ground.
Children will love pretending to
answer the phone, take messages and
work on the computer.
Extend this activity by combining it
with the Post Play activity.





Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Fine motor skills
Hand preference
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Post Play

Post Play

Imaginative



Cardboard box (nappy box is a good
size)







Scissors
Red paint or paper (if desired)
Envelopes
Paper
Coloured pencils

Benefits to your child:






If desired, paint the box red or cover with paper.
Cut a slot in the top for letters to be
posted.
Your child can write letters or drawings and seal them in the envelopes.
They can then post them in the postbox.
Children will also love posting other
items into the box e.g. old store
cards, catalogues etc.







Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Fine motor skills
Hand preference
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Rock Star

Rock Star

Imaginative








Dress up clothes
Cardboard cylinder from paper
towel
Rug
CD player
Favourite music
Stuffed toys or teddies

Benefits to your child:






Use the dress up clothes to create
that ‘rock star’ look.
Spread the rug to make a stage and
use the cylinder as a microphone to
sing along to favourite music.
The stuffed toys or teddies can be
the audience.





Imaginative/creative
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language development
Social skills
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Treasure Hunt

Treasure
Hunt




Open space, e.g. backyard, park
Pencil & paper
Brown paper bag

Make a list of items you would like to
collect on your treasure hunt, e.g.
leaves, twigs, feathers, flowers.
As you find the items during your
hunt, have your child mark them off
the list and place the item in the
brown paper bag.
After the treasure hunt, your child
may like to paste the items they
found into a scrap book which can become their treasure book.
Add to the treasure book as you do
more treasure hunts at other locations, e.g. the beach.


Imaginative

Benefits to your child:









Exploring surroundings
Learning about the
environment
Imaginative/creative
Maths and counting
Language development
Physical skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Watering Plants

Park & Play

Watering
Plants



Child sized watering cans
Water

Outside talk about the plants and trees
that you can see.



Imaginative

Benefits to your child:



Smell and touch safe plants.



Watering the plants helps to develop an
interest in the environment and can often
make you feel better.


If your child is really interested in this
activity why not plant a tree, or something
small like some herbs that require a small
amount of water each day. Caring for a
plant encourages children to learn to care
for others.






Please supervise your child around water
at all times.

Imagination /
creativity
Feeling, textures
Language/ extend
vocabulary using
words like full, empty, more, less, in and
out
Mathematical concepts
Science, cause and
effect
Hand eye coordination
Enjoyment
Fun

CONSTRUCTIVE
PLAY

FACT SHEETS

Crazy Mixed Up Picture Game.

Park & Play

Crazy Mixed Up
Picture Game





Scissors
Paste
Pictures from a magazine
Cardboard

Collect animal pictures from magazines and paste pictures onto cardboard.
When pictures have dried, cut into 2
pieces (head and tail).
Then mix and match assorted cards
with different heads and tails.
This activity can be made by an adult
or by a child with good cutting skills.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:

Fine motor skills cutting with scissors cutting with direction

Hand preference

Creativity

Emotional awareness

Sense of humor

Concentration and
attention span

Matching

Language development

Social skills when
playing with others

Sorting of objects

Enjoyment

Fun

Park & Play

Create a Mobile

Create a
Mobile




Wood or large safe tree branch
or Hoola hoop
Wool or string or fishing line to
hang objects
Colourful objects to hang e.g.
foil, tinsel, cotton reels.

Attach objects to the string and
then to the wood, stick or hoop.
Suspend from above and watch the
objects sway and move in the breeze.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:

Imagination /
creativity

Hand eye coordination

Hand preference

Language/ extend
vocabulary

Touching and feeling
different textures

Sensory exploration

Movement of objects

Exploring their surrounding

Enjoyment

Fun

Cubby House Construction

Park & Play

Cubby House
Construction





A large cardboard box
Towels, sheets, blankets, large
pieces of material
Pegs
Pillows, teddies, dress ups and
tea sets

Build a cubby out of a cardboard box.
Throw over a sheet, towel, material
etc to add some aspect of hiding. Use
the pegs to hold some of the material
in place.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:









Including dress ups, teddies and a
tea set, will increase the children’s
interactions, and encourage them to
play roles familiar to them, for example, mums and dads, shop keeper or
dentist.

Imagination /
creativity
Dramatic play, acting
out a role known to
them
Language—changing
speech to resemble
others
Social play
Enjoyment
Fun

Erupting Volcano

Park & Play

Erupting
Volcano


Playdough



Small plastic bottle



Twigs, bark chip, pebbles



2 tablespoons dishwashing liquid



1/4 cup bicarb soda



1/2 cup vinegar



Red food colouring

Use playdough to form a mountain around
the bottle, making ridges and channels in
dough for the lava to flow. Place twigs,
pebbles etc on playdough.
Pour into volcano the dishwashing liquid,
food colouring and then bicarb soda.
Carefully pour the white vinegar into volcano. Stand back and watch your volcano
erupt. To keep the volcano erupting, pour
in more vinegar.
Children can assist in this activity by
making the volcano, however an adult
should complete all other steps.


Constructive

Benefits to your child:











Imagination /creativity
Eye hand coordination
Science - experimenting mixing substances
Cause and effect
Language/ extend vocabulary
Maths - measuring and
volume
Exploring their surroundings
Safety
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Feely Boxes

Feely Boxes


Constructive




Large boxes to hide items
Suitable items to hide in boxes
(anything smelly e.g. cut lemon,
anything noisy e.g. cellophane,
anything safe to touch)

Benefits to your child:


Cognitive skills



Exploring senses



Extending vocabulary - describing
words



Exploring feelings



Hand preference



Enjoyment



Fun

Paint boxes and cut a hole in the top
large enough for the child to place
their hand into.
Change the object within the box to
keep the game a surprise.

Fishing Game

Park & Play

Fishing Game


Constructive










Cardboard
Small magnets
Coloured pencils/paint
Scissors
Paperclips
Glue (strong glue)
String
Small sticks

Benefits to your child:





Draw fish on cardboard, colour different
colours and cut out. Glue paperclips onto
back of fish and allow to dry.




Tie a piece of string around each magnet
and attach the other end of the string to
the stick, fixing with sticky tape if necessary.
See how many fish your child can catch
and encourage them to name the colours
of the fish.




Imagination /
creativity
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Counting
Science, cause and
effect
Hand eye coordination
Colour recognition
Enjoyment
Fun

Playdough Gardens

Park & Play

Playdough
Gardens




Old playdough
Old containers / patty cases
Assorted flowers, nuts, twigs, grasses
and leaves.

Place old playdough in patty cases.
Children can stick flowers etc. in to
playdough to create their own
garden.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition &
colour mixing

Language/ extend
vocabulary

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger)

Exploring and observing their surroundings

Touching and feeling
different textures

Sensory exploration
smelling of flowers

Enjoyment

Fun

Pouring Water Play

Park & Play

Pouring Water
Play




Containers for pouring
A larger container to hold the
water
Possible extras include, glitter,
food colouring, detergent etc.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:




In a shaded area, fill the larger container with water.
Place pouring items in the container.


Encourage children to pour and tip
water from the containers.
Add food colouring or detergent to
create colours and more interest.





Children will spend hours tipping and
pouring with water.
This activity can also be done using
birdseed, pasta or rice, instead of
water.
Please supervise your child around
water at all times.



Imagination /
creativity
Feeling, textures
Language/ extend
vocabulary using
words like full, empty, more, less, in and
out
Mathematical concepts
Science, cause and
effect
Hand eye coordination
Enjoyment
Fun

Rain Rhythm Sticks

Park & Play

Rain Rhythm
Sticks






Cardboard roll from paper towel
Plastic lids from milk containers
Masking tape
Beans, rice or birdseed
Felt pens and/or stickers



Constructive

Benefits to your child:




Let children decorate the cardboard
roll with felt pens and/or stickers.



Close off one end of the roll by taping a lid over the end.
Fill with beans, rice or birdseed and
tape another lid over the remaining
end.





Encourage children to shake their
rhythm stick —they sound like
raindrops!
This activity can be extended by
adding music and encouraging children to use their rain stick as instruments.



Listening skills
Imagination/ creativity
Touching and feeling
different textures
Extend vocabulary
with musical wordsrhythm, beat, tone,
sounds, words and
lyrics to songs and
nursery rhymes
Body awareness
Socialization
Enjoyment
Fun

Sink & Float Water Activity

Park & Play

Sink & Float
Water Activity




A large Container
Water
Objects that sink and float
stones, shells, boats, sponges,
etc)


Constructive

Benefits to your child:




Encourage children to discuss the
items they have placed in the water.
Guess...will they sink or float?



Extend conversations and introduce
new concepts like wet and dry, and
sorting of objects.



Please supervise your child around
water at all times.






Science concepts,
wet/dry, sinks/
floats
Concentration and
attention span
Language development
Social skills when
playing with others
Sorting of objects wet, dry, sink or
float
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play



Stompers

Stompers

Constructive







2 large tins (e.g. baby formula) or
hard plastic buckets (e.g. feta
cheese)
Scissors
Thick cardboard cylinder
Thick string or thin rope

Benefits to your child:




Place a hole in each side of the tin, near
the bottom.



Cut a small section off the cardboard
cylinder (about a hand-width) to become
a handle. Make two holes in the handle
about 3 cm apart.



Thread the string or rope through the
holes in the handle so that you have two
even pieces of string hanging down.
Thread the hanging ends of string
through the holes in the tin and knot
together in the tin.
Help your child balance on the stompers
by assisting them to stand on the tin
while holding the handle. Encourage
them to pull up un the handle as they
step forward.
It will take practice and guidance.





Imagination /
creativity
Balance
Co-ordination
Physical skills
Hand eye coordination
Enjoyment
Fun

Water & Oil Bottles

Park & Play

Water & Oil
Bottles







Small plastic water bottles
Vegetable Oil
Food colouring
Glue
Tape
Glitter or foil/paper shapes

Half fill bottle with water and add
about 4 drops of food coloring. Add
glitter or shapes.



Constructive

Benefits to your child:







Fill the bottle to the cap with vegetable oil. Add a dab of glue around the
threads on the bottle top, screw the
cap on tightly to seal.
Wrap tape around the cap for extra
sealing protection.
Example uses: tilt and rock slowly from
side to side to create waves.
Create different themed bottles e.g.
blue for an ocean bottle with tiny foil
fish, red for a Xmas bottle with snowflake confetti.





Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Science - experimenting mixing substances
Cause and effect
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Maths - measuring and
volume
Safety
Enjoyment
Fun

CREATIVE
PLAY

FACT SHEETS

Autumn Leaf Collage

Park & Play

Autumn Leaf
Collage




Leaves
Clear plastic adhesive e.g. Contact
Paper

Collect Autumn leaves from the park
or garden.
Cut Contact and paper into squares
the same size (1/2 an A4 page is a
good size).
Assist your child to peel the backing
paper off the Contact and stick on
the Autumn leaves.
Cover the leaves and Contact with
the paper and press to stick it all
together.


Creative

Benefits to your child:













Fine motor skills
Hand preference
Creativity
Concentration and
attention span
Language development
Social skills when
constructing with
another child
Exploring & observing their surroundings
Feeling of different
textures
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Balloon Collage

Balloon
Collage





Balloons
Assorted collage material
(paper, ribbon, string, stickers,
cotton wool etc)
Glue (PVA)

Paste assorted collage material onto
blown up balloon, covering the entire
balloon.
Allow glue to completely dry before
popping the balloon.

The results are amazing!


Creative

Benefits to your child:











Fine motor skills
Hand preference
Creativity
Concentration and
attention span
Language development
Social skills when
constructing with
another child
Feeling of different
textures
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Balloon Printing

Balloon
Printing





Balloons
Water
Container for paint
Paper to print on

Fill a balloon with a small amount of
water then slightly blow up into an
easy size for a child to handle.
Place paint into a container or onto a
lid.
Dip the balloon into paint and then
press onto the paper to make some
beautiful patterns.


Creative

Benefits to your child:


Fine motor skills



Creative



Hand eye Coordination



Science - colour mixing



Hand preference



Colour recognition



Enjoyment



Fun

Catalogue Collage

Park & Play

Catalogue
Collage






Children’s scissors
Paper or card
Brochures/ catalogues
Glue and glue pots
Paintbrush

Cut pictures from catalogues and
paste onto paper or card.
Younger children may need you to cut
the pictures for them but should be
able to paste with minimal assistance.


Creative

Benefits to your child:
 Hand preference
 Imagination /creativity
 Eye hand coordination
 Cut with direction
 Language/ extend vocabulary
 Nutrition awareness if
using food catalogues
 Multicultural awareness if using travel
brochures
 Social awareness if using pictures of people
 Pincer grip (picking up
objects with thumb
and pointer finger
 Enjoyment
 Fun

Coloured Rice/Pasta Pictures

Park & Play

Coloured Rice/
Pasta Pictures





Coloured rice or pasta
Paper or card
Glue and glue pots
Paintbrush

Paste glue onto paper or card using
paintbrush.
Sprinkle rice over to create a picture
or place pasta onto glued paper.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Imagination /
creativity

Eye hand coordination

Colour recognition &
colour sorting

Language/ extend
vocabulary

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Enjoyment

Fun

Cooking Pizza

Park & Play



Cooking Pizza
Creative








Muffins/pizza bases
Tomato paste
Cheese
Assorted toppings e.g. ham,
pineapple, mushrooms, salami
etc
Measuring cups

Encourage children to spread tomato
paste over muffin or pizza base and
place toppings and cheese into measuring cups before placing on base.
While they are doing this, discuss
their food likes and dislikes, measuring concepts like full, half full and
foods from other countries.
An adult should place pizza in and out
of oven and ensure pizza cools before children eat.

Benefits to your child:

Imagination /
creativity

Eye hand coordination

Language/ extend
vocabulary with describing words

Maths— measuring
full, half full

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Enjoyment

Fun

Crayon & Coloured Water Wash Painting

Park & Play

Crayon & Coloured
Water Wash Painting





Crayons
Water with colouring added
White paper
Paintbrush

Draw on paper with crayons.
Paint over crayon with coloured
water.


Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Creativity/
Imagination

Use of different materials / textures

Extend vocabulary
with describing
words

Eye hand coordination

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Enjoyment

Fun

Dancing To Music

Park & Play

Dancing To
Music



Assorted music
Add dress ups, musical instruments,
scarves or streamers to add interest.
Join in and dance away with your child.
The more you move the more fun you
both will have.
REMEMBER NO-ONE IS WATCHING!
Change the style of music. This is the
perfect time to introduce your child to
an array of musical styles including, country, rock, classical and nursery rhymes.
Add your own musical instruments or cultural dress. Talk about how the music
makes you move—fast, slow, high, low;
the sound—loud, soft, high low.



Creative

Benefits to your child:












Imagination /
creativity
Musical concepts like
beat and rhythm,
loud, soft
Language—singing
along to songs, describing words
Exposure to other
cultures
Self expression
Balance
Coordination
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Egg Carton Bugs

Egg Carton
Bugs





Egg cartons
Paint
Glue
Misc items: eg wiggle eyes, pipe
cleaners, colour sticker dots,
tissues, coloured paper.

Use 4-5 egg carton cups
for caterpillars, 2 cups for butterflies, 1 cup for spiders and lady bugs.
Paint egg carton desired colour. Glue
on wiggle eyes, make holes in carton
for the legs, feelers and insert pipe
cleaners.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Creativity/
Imagination

Use of different materials / textures

Extend vocabulary
with describing
words

Eye hand coordination

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Enjoyment

Fun

Eye Dropper Painting

Park & Play

Eye Dropper
Painting




Eye dropper
Absorbent paper e.g. paper towel or material e.g. pillowcase
Water paint or food colouring
mixed in water

Using the eye dropper, draw up and
drop paint or coloured water onto
the paper towel or material.
Watch how the colour spreads and
mixes with other colours.
This activity can be extended by
adding food essences to the water
e.g. coconut, vanilla.


Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Creativity/
Imagination

Use of different materials / textures

Extend vocabulary
with describing
words

Eye hand coordination

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Sensory exploration

Enjoyment

Fun

Park & Play

Finger Painting

Finger
Painting







Paper
1/2 cup cornflour
2 tablespoons white sugar
2 cups cold water
Food colouring
(or commercial made paint if easier)
Wet wipes or a wet facewasher

Combine all ingredients in a saucepan.
Stir constantly over medium heat until
mixture boils and thickens, allow to cool.
Pour cooled mixture into containers, add
food colouring and stir.
Encourage children to dip fingers into
paint and swirl paint onto paper.
They will need a good wipe down when
finished!



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

Park & Play

Golf Ball Printing

Golf Ball
Printing







Tray (oven baking tray is a good size)
Paper
Paint
Golf Ball
Container for paint
Spoon

Pour paint into container and place
golf ball in container.
Place paper flat on tray and using
spoon, lift golfball from container
and place on paper in the tray.
Encourage your child to lift and tilt
the tray to move the golf ball over
the paper, creating a beautiful work
of art.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Gross motor skills

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Enjoyment

Fun

Park & Play

Ice Block Painting

Ice Block
Painting






Food colouring
Water
Small container
Paddle Pop stick or paintbrush
Absorbent paper e.g. paper towel or material e.g. old pillowcase.

Place a few drops of food colouring in
the water and freeze in the small
container.
When frozen, place paper or material
on a firm surface outside. Pop out
the ice block onto the paper and encourage your child to move the ice
block around using the paddle pop
stick or paintbrush.
Watch how the colour appears as the
ice block melts!
.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Enjoyment

Fun

Making a Musical Instrument

Park & Play

Making a Musical
Instrument






Paper plates
Rice or pasta
Sticky tape
Colour pencils, crayons or
collage material.

Fold paper plates in half and tape
3/4 of the way along the open edge.



Creative

Benefits to your child:





Place 1/4 cup of rice or pasta inside
and tape to seal.
Children can colour or collage the
outside.
* This can be made by a parent/carer
and used by a younger child.






Listening skills
Imagination/ creativity
Touching and feeling
different textures
Extend vocabulary
with musical wordsrhythm, beat, tone,
sounds, words and
lyrics to songs and
nursery rhymes
Body awareness
Socialization
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Paper Plate Collage

Paper Plate
Collage





Paper plates
Glue, glue pots
Paintbrush
Collage materials to decorate the
creation (paper, cotton wool, pasta, string, wool, material, rice,
things you have around your home
that you no longer have a use for).

Paint glue onto paper plate.
Stick collage material onto plate.
The more items stuck the stronger the
outcome.


Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Imagination

Use of different materials / textures

Touching and feeling
different textures

Extend vocabulary
with describing
words

creativity

Eye hand coordination

Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger

Enjoyment

Fun

Paper Plate Mask

Park & Play

Paper Plate
Mask








Paddle pop sticks
Paper plates
Googly eyes
Glue and glue pots
Any little bibs and bobs you
think would be suitable for
creating a face mask
Assorted facial features cut
outs from magazines or catalogues

Sticky tape a paper plate to a paddle
pop stick so the child can use it as a
handle.


Creative

Benefits to your child:










Decorate the paper plate, including
some facial features.
Have fun pretending to be someone
else, or something else.

Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger
Social Play
Dramatic Play
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Pet Rocks

Pet Rocks


Creative






Small rocks
Paint
PVA Glue
Googly eyes, wool, material
scraps, glitter, bibs and bobs
from around the

Benefits to your child:




Paint rocks and allow to dry.



Decorate the painted rocks with wool
for hair, eyes, glitter etc. to create
your very own pet rock.







Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Pincer grip (picking
up objects with
thumb and pointer
finger
Exploring & observing their surroundings
Feeling of different
textures
Enjoyment
Fun

Shaving Cream Printing

Park & Play

Shaving Cream
Printing





Shaving cream (cheapest is
best)
Drops of food colouring
Clear space on table
Paper

Spray shaving cream all over the table top and mix in food colouring
drops.
Encourage children to draw with
their fingers and manipulate the
shaving cream all over the table top.
When child has finished gently place
a piece of paper over the top of the
child’s work and take a print.
This activity can also be done using
the shaving cream mixed with food
colouring in a container, and a paintbrush—a less messy version!



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

Travel Brochure Collage

Park & Play

Travel Brochure
Collage





Travel brochures
Paper
Glue
Scissors

Encourage children to cut out pictures from brochure and stick onto
the paper or a large outline of a
country e.g. Australia.
Extend this activity by discussing
countries and places around the
world, people from other cultures,
saying simple words such as ‘hello’ in
other languages.
This activity can introduce other cultures and customs to children. They
can incorporate their family history,
grandparents, countries of interest
etc.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Introducing other
cultures/customs

Language—simple
words in other languages.

Enjoyment

Fun

Water Bucket Painting

Park & Play

Water Bucket
Painting



Child’s sand or water bucket
Flat paintbrush (similar to that
used for edging when painting walls)



Water

Put a small amount of water in the
bucket and encourage your child to
paint the fence, concrete etc.
The water will darken the surface
and look like paint until it dries.
They can paint it over and over again.
Please supervise your child around
water at all times.



Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

Wet Paper Drawing

Park & Play

Wet Paper
Drawing





Large white paper
Spray bottle
Water
Felt pens

Encourage children to draw onto
paper with felt pens.
With spray bottle, spray water over
the picture and observe the colours
mixing and running.


Creative

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

PHYSICAL
PLAY

FACT SHEETS

Park & Play

Balloon Jumping

Balloon
Jumping


Balloons

Blow up balloons and place them
between knees.
Encourage children to jump with
balloons.
This activity can be extended into a
balloon jumping race.
Children can also be encouraged to
stomp onto their balloons and pop
them to complete the game.


Physical

Benefits to your child:


Gross motor skills



Physical activity



Coordination



Social skills when
playing with other’s



Exploration of
emotions



Enjoyment



Fun

Park & Play

Balloon Tennis

Balloon
Tennis


Balloons

Encourage children to hit the
balloons with their hands.
This activity can be extended by
encouraging children to hit to one
another, at a target, to try and keep
the balloon in the air, to make big
hits, little hits, quick hits or slow
hits.


Physical

Benefits to your child:












Gross motor skills
Releases feelings
happy angry
Eye hand coordination
Concentration and
attention span
Hand preference
Language development up, down, fast,
slow
Social skills when
playing with others
Turn taking skills
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Bottle Bowling

Bottle
Bowling






Small plastic bottles
Water
Food colouring (if desired)
Tennis ball
Sticky tape



Physical

Benefits to your child:


Concentration and
attention span



Gross body movements



Language development



Social skills when
playing with others



Enjoyment



Fun

Fill bottles with water and add food
colouring if using.
Seal with lids and tape around lids to
create tight seal.
Line the bottles up on a hard surface
such as a footpath. Bowl the tennis
ball at them to knock over.
Encourage children to move further
away from the bottles when they feel
confident at knocking them over.

Follow Me Games

Park & Play

Follow Me
Games
This is a ‘make up’ game and is
especially great outdoors.



Physical

Benefits to your child:


Concentration and
attention span



Gross body movements



Language development



Balance



Naming body parts



Social skills when
playing with others



Enjoyment

Ask your child to follow your directions
and have them copy your actions.
Fun things to do together include:











Running
Jumping
Star jumps
Hopping
Crawling
Rolling
Pulling faces
Skipping
Stomping
Twirling

Hide & Seek

Park & Play

Hide & Seek


Physical

Hide and seek can be played by 2 or
.
more
children.
Make sure you take the time to set some
ground rules eg 1. hiding anywhere in the
back yard 2. you are not allowed outside
of the fence. 3. when you hear the whistle that means that you MUST come out
of your hiding space!
Select a child to be ‘in’. This child must
close their eyes and count to a number
(some parent assistance might be required for younger children, usually
counting between 5 and 20 is suitable).
The other child/ren hide. The last person found becomes the next hunter.
This game is lots of fun, and can be
enjoyed for hours when children are really involved.

Benefits to your child:









Imagination /
creativity
Socialising—playing a
game with other
children.
Language—come out
come out of hiding
Learning how to play
by the rules.
Mathematical concepts—counting
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Hopscotch

Hopscotch


Physical

Chalk or masking tape
A flat e.g. driveway, path or entertainment area


.

Draw up a hopscotch path anyway you
like. Traditionally hopscotch has 8 boxes, but children will enjoy alternate
formats.
Encourage your child to hop or jump
along the chain of boxes.
Both older and younger children can
count as they make a movement along
the path.
Repeat the pattern as many times as
you like.

Benefits to your child:


Socialising—playing a
game with other
children.



Learning how to play
by the rules



Mathematical concepts—counting



Enjoyment



Fun

Park & Play

Lacing Cards

Lacing Cards


Physical





Cardboard
Hole punch
Wool, string or ribbon

Draw a simple picture (shapes, teddy,
dinosaur etc) on cardboard.
Hole punch around the edges.

Attach string to edge and
encourage children to sew around the
hole punched edge.

Benefits to your child:


Fine motor skills



Eye hand
coordination



Concentration and
attention span



Hand preference



Enjoyment



Fun

Lets Go For A Walk

Park & Play

Lets Go For A
Walk



Physical

Paper and pencils to record walk

Benefits to your child:

Go for a walk in the park, or in your
garden, and talk to your child about what
you see as you go.



Children will be excited about the new
things they see, and the interesting
people they meet.



Talk about everything you see. Make
sure you take the time to notice the
little things as well as the big things.



When you get home, draw pictures of
what you have see together.



Draw maps of places you would like to
visit next time.










Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Exploring their
surroundings
Predicting the
future
Social skills drawing
together
Learning about the
environment
Enjoyment
Fun

Milk Carton Scoop Ball

Park & Play

Milk Carton
Scoop Ball





2 emptied and clean plastic milk
containers (2 or 3 Litre)
Scissors
Sticky tape
Tennis ball

Cut away the bottom half of the milk
container, so that you are left with
the handle end.
Sticky tape the cut end as this can
sometimes be quite sharp.
Try throwing and catching of the
tennis ball from your newly made
scoop.
It will take some time, patience and
practice to master this new game.



Physical

Benefits to your child:


Concentration and
attention span



Hand eye coordination



Language development



Balance



Social skills when
playing with others



Enjoyment



Fun

Mini Olympics

Park & Play

Mini
Olympics
Suggested Activities:
Hula-hoops - throw balls into the hulahoops placed on the ground or hold
them up and toss the ball through.
Send them spinning upright along the
ground for a race.
Balls - toss into a bucket. Kick
between objects placed as goal posts.
Tennis - use fly swatters and
balloons to hit across a skipping rope
line.
Javelin - throw straws across a
skipping rope line.
Discus - throw paper plates across a
skipping rope line.
Egg’n’Spoon Race - use spoons & ping
pong balls.
Obstacle course - use boxes to climb
through, crates to climb over and
chairs to crawl under.



Physical

Benefits to your child:












Exercise
Listening skills
Co-ordination &
balance
Hand preference
Imagination
Socialisation
Co-operation
Extend vocabulary
with describing
words
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Spin Ball

Spin Ball



Physical





Small ball, disc or large button
String
Drill or scissors

Benefits to your child:



This game was played by people of the
Lower Tully River in Queensland and is
known as ngor-go after the type of
small gourd they used for a ball in the
game.







Make two holes in each side of the ball.
Loop string through the holes and tie in
a knot.





Insert thumbs into the loops and twist
the string by spinning the ball. Pull
hands apart and the string unwinds,
spinning the ball. The tension is quickly
released allowing the ball to twist the
string again. The ball can be kept spinning for as long as you like.
Taken From:
Aboriginal Games & Pastimes, Queensland Museum
Adapted by Park & Play for children 05 years.



Listening skills
Co-ordination
Hand preference
Introduction to other cultures
Imagination
Socialisation
Co-operation
Extend vocabulary
with describing
words
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

The Hunt

The Hunt



Physical





Smooth flat sandy surface
Small object
Long reeds or sticks

Benefits to your child:




Draw a circle about 60 cm in diameter
in the sand. Hide a small object in the
sand, leaving a very small part showing.
Make sure any disturbance to the sand
is removed by blowing.







Each child is given the opportunity to
point out the object with their reed or
stick but are not allowed to scratch
the surface of the sand. The child who
finds the object has the next turn at
hiding it.
Ensure appropriate supervision around
children with sticks.

Taken From:
Aboriginal Games & Pastimes, Queensland Museum
Adapted by Park & Play for children 05 years.




Listening skills
Co-ordination
Hand preference
Introduction to other cultures
Imagination
Socialisation
Co-operation
Extend vocabulary
with describing
words
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Tunnels

Tunnels



Physical




Large cardboard boxes of the
same size
Masking tape

Benefits to your child:




Fold back the flaps on the top and
bottom of the boxes.




With the boxes on the ground, tape the
bottom of one box to the top of another. Continue until all boxes are joined.
Children will love crawling through and
hiding in their tunnel.








Extend this activity by encouraging
children to act as an animal hiding in a
burrow, or add a torch and children can
pretend to be a miner or cave explorer.

Listening skills
Co-ordination
Hand preference
Introduction to other cultures
Imagination
Socialisation
Co-operation
Extend vocabulary
with describing
words
Enjoyment
Fun

RECIPE

FACT SHEETS

Park & Play

Bubbles

Bubbles
Recipe

Simple Bubble Recipe



1 cup of water
2 tablespoons of liquid detergent

For lots of bubbles try using plastic
fly-swatters as bubble blowers and wave
them through the air.

Benefits to your child:






Giant Bubbles Recipe








6 cups of water
3/4 cup of glycerol or sugar
2 cups of liquid detergent




Mix together and let sit for 4 hrs.



Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Counting
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Shape and size
Science - liquid into
formed shape
Touch and feel
texture
Enjoyment
Fun!

Park & Play

Dye Rice & Pasta

Dye Rice &
Pasta








Rice or Pasta
Food Colouring
Water
Colander
Gloves
Paper Towel
Bowl large enough to fit colander, or use the sink

Recipe

Benefits to your child:






Wearing gloves, add water and food
colouring (2 - 4 capfuls) to bowl or
sink. Place rice or pasta into colander and insert colander into water.





Stir until desired colour is achieved.
Don’t leave too long as it may go soggy. Spread on paper towel to dry for
several hours or overnight, turning
regularly.
Example activities:

Threading pasta onto string

Counting and sorting colours and
shapes

Pouring and filling rice/pasta
into containers

Create musical shakers

Paste onto cardboard for collages

Use with playdough to create
gardens






Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Counting
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Science - experimenting mixing
substances
Maths - measuring
and volume
Touch and feel
texture
Shape and size
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Making Glue

Making
Glue






1 cup cornflour
1/2 cup cold water
Boiling water
Large bowl
Spatula

Recipe

Benefits to your child:




Mix cornflour with cold water until
all cornflour is dissolved.
Add boiling water while stirring, mixture will turn thick and gluggy.






Keep adding boiling water and stir
until mixture is glossy and the consistency of runny custard. Store in
the fridge in containers.
Food dye can be added to make paint.
Example activities:


A great glue for all pasting activities e.g. cut-out magazine
pictures and paste onto paper
plates for collages.



Also makes a lovely glossy paint,
add food colouring or glitter
and use on paper or cardboard.





Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Science - experimenting mixing
substances
Maths - measuring
and volume
Touch and feel
texture
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Making Goop

Making
Goop






500g cornflour
1 1/4 cups cold water (approx.)
Few drops of food colouring
(optional, may stain hands)
Large bowl
Spatula (but hands are better!)

Mix cornflour with cold water until
mixture is able to be moulded in
hands. Add more water if necessary.
Texture is right when you can roll it
into a ball but it will run through your
fingers when you open your hand.

Recipe

Benefits to your child:










Example activities:

Moulding shapes

Play hide’n’seek by hiding
objects in the goop

Pouring into containers

Science - experimenting mixing
substances
Cause and effect
Maths - measuring
and volume
Imagination/
Creativity
Touch and feel
texture
Shape and size
Enjoyment
Fun

Microwave Playdough

Park & Play

Microwave
Playdough







2 cups plain flour
1 cup of salt
4 tbs cream of tartar
2 tbs of cooking oil
2 cups water
Drops of food dye

Recipe

Benefits to your child:




Mix ingredients in a microwave safe
bowl.



Cook on high for two minutes, then
stir. Keep cooking in two minute
bursts stirring after each and scraping
down the sides of the bowl.



Playdough is ready when it holds it’s
shape and does not stick to your fingers. Take care it will be very HOT!
Allow to cool before use.



Example activities:

Moulding shapes

Cutting with scissors

Use with plastic kitchenware for
sorting and filling containers

Roll with rolling pin

Have a tea party and make
playdough food

Create playdough gardens in small
containers.

Use small containers and cookie
cutters to cut out shapes.







Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Science - experimenting mixing
substances
Maths - measuring
and volume
Touch and feel
texture
Shape and size
Enjoyment
Fun

No Cook Playdough

Park & Play

No Cook
Playdough







2 cups plain flour
1 cup of cream of tartar
½ to 1 cup of table salt
2 tablespoons of cooking oil
2 cups of boiling water
Drops of food dye

Recipe

Benefits to your child:




Mix dry ingredients then add oil.



Add dye to water mix slowly with dry
ingredients – stir until cool enough –
then knead the mixture as it cools.



If it’s sticky add a bit more flour
and cream of tartar but don’t add
too much, mixture loses stickiness as
it cools.
Example activities:








Moulding shapes
Cutting with scissors
Use with plastic kitchenware for
sorting and filling containers
Roll with rolling pin
Have a tea party and make
playdough food
Create playdough gardens in
small containers.
Use small containers and cookie
cutters to cut out shapes.







Hand preference
Imagination /
creativity
Eye hand coordination
Language/ extend
vocabulary
Science - experimenting mixing
substances
Maths - measuring
and volume
Touch and feel
texture
Shape and size
Enjoyment
Fun

Park & Play

Salt Paint

Salt Paint
Recipe







Cooking Salt (it’s a little chunkier)
Plain flour
Water
Food colouring
Squeezy bottles (cheap sauce bottles
with the spouts are the best)

Mix into a bowl equal parts of cooking salt
and flour.
Stir in water to make a consistency that is
just slightly runny. Add food colouring.
Transfer this mixture into a squeeze
bottle.
Encourage children to squeeze paint from
the bottles onto paper. This will result in
a raised and textured finish.

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

Shaving Cream Paint

Park & Play

Shaving
Cream Paint



Shaving Cream
Food colouring

Place shaving cream in a container, add a
few drops of food colouring and mix.
This makes a beautiful glossy paint that
smells divine!

Recipe

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

Park & Play

Water Paint

Water Paint
Recipe






Food Colouring
Water
Container
Food essence (if desired)

Pour water in container and add a few
drops of food colouring until desired
colour is achieved.
Add a few drops of food essence e.g. coconut, vanilla, lemon to create paint with a
beautiful fragrance.

Benefits to your child:

Hand preference

Eye/hand coordination

Imagination /
creativity

Colour recognition

Language/ extend
vocabulary using describing words

Science

Touch and Feeling
texture

Socialization if used
as a group activity on
large surface

Enjoyment

Fun

SONG

FACT SHEETS

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
Baa baa black sheep have you any wool
Yes sir, yes sir, three bags full
One for my master and one for my dame
One for the little boy who lives down the lane
Baa baa black sheep have you any wool
Yes sir, yes sir, three bags full

Open shut them open shut them
Give a little clap
Open shut them open shut them
Lay them in your lap
Creep them creep them
Right up to your chin
Open wide your little mouth
But do not let them in

Twinkle twinkle little star how I wonder what you are
Up above the world so high
Like a diamond in the sky
Twinkle twinkle little star how I wonder what you are

The wheels on the bus go round and round
Round and round, round and round
The wheels on the bus go round and round
All through the town
The people on the bus go up and down...
The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish...
The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep...
The money on the bus goes clink, clink, clink...
The driver on the bus says "Move on back"…

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
The eensy weensy spider went up the water spout.
Down came the rain and washed the spider out.
Out came the sun and dried up all the rain
So the eensy weensy spider went up the spout again.

Five little monkeys jumping on the bed
One fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
No more monkeys jumping on the bed!
Four little monkeys jumping on the bed
One fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
No more monkeys jumping on the bed!
Three little monkeys jumping on the bed
One fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
No more monkeys jumping on the bed!
Two little monkeys jumping on the bed
One fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
No more monkeys jumping on the bed!
One little monkey jumping on the bed
He fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
No more monkeys jumping on the bed!
No little monkeys jumping on the bed
None fell off and bumped his head
So Momma called the doctor and the doctor said
Put those monkeys back in bed!

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes
Head shoulders knees and toes, knees and toes
And eyes and ears and mouth and nose
Head shoulder knees and toes

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
If you're happy and you know it,
Clap your hands
If you're happy and you know it,
Clap your hands
If you're happy and you know it,
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it,
Clap your hands.
If you're happy and you know it,
Stomp your feet
If you're happy and you know it,
Stomp your feet
If you're happy and you know it,
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it,
Stomp your feet.
If you're happy and you know it,
Shout "Hurray!"
If you're happy and you know it,
Shout "Hurray!"
If you're happy and you know it,
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it,
Shout "Hurray!"
If you're happy and you know it,
Do all three
If you're happy and you know it,
Do all three
If you're happy and you know it,
Then your face will surely show it
If you're happy and you know it,
Do all three.
I’m a little teapot short and stout
Here is my handle and here is my spout
When I get all steamed up them I shout
Tip me over and pour me out

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
Ten fat sausages sizzling in a pan
1 went pop and the other went bang
Eight fat sausages sizzling in a pan
1 went pop and the other went bang
Six fat sausages sizzling in a pan
1 went pop and the other went bang
Four fat sausages sizzling in a pan
1 went pop and the other went bang
Two fat sausages sizzling in a pa
1 went pop and the other went bang

I’m a fine musician I practice everyday
And people come from miles around just to hear me play
My trumpet my trumpet
They love to hear my trumpet
Toot toot toot toot toot toot toot toot

Miss Polly had a dolly that was sick sick sick
So she called for a doctor to come quick quick quick
The doctor came with his bag and his hat
And he knocked on the door with a rat-a-tat-tat
He looked at the dolly and he shook his head
He said Miss Polly put her straight to bed
He wrote on the paper for a pill pill pill
I’ll be back in the morning will the bill bill bill

Little Petter Rabbit had a fly up-on his nose
Little petter rabbit had a fly up-on his nose
Little peter rabbit had a fly up-on his nose
so he flipped it and he flapped it and it flew a way

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
Johnny works with one hammer one hammer one hammer
Johnny works with one hammer now he works with two
Johnny works with two hammers two hammers two hammers
Johnny works with two hammers now he works with three
Johnny works with three hammers three hammers three hammers
Johnny works with three hammers now he works with four
Johnny works with four hammers four hmmers four hammers
Johnny works with four hammers now he works with five
Johnny works with five hammers five hammers five hammers
Johnny works with five hammers now he works no more

A sailor went to sea sea sea
To see what he could see see see
But all the he could see see see
Was the bottom of the deep blue sea sea sea
A sailor went to chop chop chop
To see what he could chop chop chop
But all the he could chop chop chop
Was the bottom of the deep blue chop chop chop
A sailor went to knee knee knee
To see what he could knee knee knee
But all the he could knee knee knee
Was the bottom of the deep blue knee knee knee
A sailor went to foot foot foot
To see what he could foot foot foot
But all the he could foot foot foot
Was the bottom of the deep blue foot foot foot
A sailor went to timbuckto
To see what he could timbuckto
But all that he could timbuckto
Was the bottom of the deep blue timbuckto
A sailor went to see chop knee foot timbuckto
To see what he could see chop knee foot timbuckto
But all the he could see chop knee foot timbuckto
Was the bottom of the deep blue see chop knee foot timbuckto

Row row row your boat gently down the stream
Merrily merrily merrily merrily
life is but a dream

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
I'm bringing home a baby bumblebee,
Won't my mommy be so proud of me,
(Cup hands together as if holding bee)
I'm bringing home a baby bumblebee,
Ouch! It stung me!
(Shake hands as if just stung)
I'm squishing up the baby bumblebee,
Won't my mommy be so proud of me,
('Squish' bee between palms of hands)
I'm squishing up a baby bumblebee,
Ooh! It's yucky!
(Open up hands to look at 'mess')
I'm wiping off the baby bumblebee,
Won't my mommy be so proud of me,
(Wipe hands off on shirt)
I'm wiping off the baby bumblebee,
Now my mommy won't be mad at me!
(Hold hands up to show they are clean)

Abcdefg…
hijklmnop
qrs…tuv…wxy & z
Now I know my ABC
Next time won’t you sing with me

Polly put the kettle on,
Polly put the kettle on,
Polly put the kettle on
We’ll all have tea.
Sukey take it off again,
Sukey take it off again,
Sukey take it off again
They’ve all gone away.

Songs

Park & Play

Songs
There was a farmer had a dog and Bingo was his name-oh!
B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O,
And Bingo was his name oh!

Mister frog jumped out of his pond one day,
And found himself in the rain,
Said he I’ll get wet and I might catch a cold
So he jumped in the pond again.

One, two, three four, five
Once I caught a fish alive
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten
Then I let it go again
Why did you let it go?
Because it bit my finger so
Which finger did it bite?
This little finger on the right.

Lou, Lou skip to my Lou
Lou, Lou skip to my Lou
Lou, Lou skip to my Lou
Skip to my Lou, my darling
Owls in the barnyard, hoot-hoot-hoot….
Skip to my Lou , my darling
Mice in the cupboard, squeak, squeak, squeak…
Frogs in the bathroom croak, croak, croak….
Chickens in the garden cluck, cluck, cluck…
Cows in the meadow moo, moo, moo…
Flies in the buttermilk shoo, shoo, shoo….

